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FADE IN:

INT. HALLWAY

GABRIEL is hurriedly walking down the hallway with

a clipboard. He keeps intermittently looking at his watch.

GABRIEL

(to camera)

Oh... hi! Um, you’re a little

early...

He checks his watch.

GABRIEL

Actually, y’know what, you’re just

in time, Follow me.

He continues walking down the hallway, and knocks on

doors on his way.

GABRIEL

Let’s goooo! It’s showtime, we’re

on air in three minutes, everyone

wake up it’s time to do the news!

SARA’s head pops out of her office door. She’s wearing

onesie pajamas and has sleeping mask on her forehead.

SARA

Three minutes??

GABRIEL

Two and a half!

SARA

AAH!

She slams the door shut.

Gabriel turns a corner and sees JOSH and JEFF chatting by a

water cooler. Josh is wearing a letterman jacket, holding a

basketball.

GABRIEL

Jeff, get ready, we’re on air in

twominutes. Josh, go pretend to do

something important.

JEFF

Alright! No better time than

weather time!

(CONTINUED)
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JOSH

You gonna say that before every

show?

JEFF

According to my forecast, yes!

Gabriel passes a JANITOR in the hallway.

GABRIEL

(Excitedly to Janitor)

Two minutes to air!!!

He turns another corner and enters STUDIO A.

INT. STUDIO A

As soon as Gabriel walks in, he’s approached by ALEX and

DAVID.

DAVID

Gabriel, what’s going on?

GABRIEL

Less than two minutes to air, let’s

get crack-a-lackin!

Gabriel chuckles at his remark. Alex and David peel off and

start getting everybody organized.

ALEX

Where the hell is Libby? We can’t

do the show without our--

Libby busts open the double doors.

LIBBY

Anchor incoming! Let’s do this

thing, people!

Libby sits down at the desk, she is handed a coffee. Libby

takes a sip and spits it out in disgust.

LIBBY

De-caf? Really?

(beat)

Amateur hour.
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INT. CONTROL ROOM

DAVID

How can she taste the difference?

GABRIEL

Libby knows. Libby always knows.

ALEX

Alright people, twenty seconds to

air, let’s make this a good one!

Gabriel stands behind Alex and David. Over his shoulder, we

see him look at his watch one more time. The watch is on

upside-down. Gabriel realizes this and looks back up in

fear.

ALEX

And we’re on in seven, six, five,

four . . .

Gabriel leans down to the mic.

GABRIEL

Libby, please don’t get mad--

INT. STUDIO A

Libby puts her hand up to her ear.

LIBBY

Are you f__ing kidding me?!

(beat)

6 PM!?

INT. CONTROL ROOM

DAVID

How the hell are you in charge?

GABRIEL

I had the... the watch... it was...

(beat)

Someday we’re all gonna laugh about

this!

Everyone Boos loudly and throws various office supplies at

Gabriel.
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TITLE SEQUENCE

INT. CONTROL ROOM

GABRIEL and LIBBY are sitting on the desk talking to the

camera.

LIBBY

Welcome to the all-new

Newsbreakers.

GABRIEL

Newsbreakers 2.0!

(beat)

That’s what Libby and I have been

calling it since we took over a few

months back, right honey?

Gabriel puts his arm around Libby.

LIBBY

Sure. The New Newsbreakers--

GABRIEL

Newsbreakers 2.0!

Libby removes Gabriel’s arm from around her. She shakes her

head before continuing.

LIBBY

Is completely different than the

last time you were here.

Libby motions to the doc crew.

GABRIEL

Sorry about temporarily kicking you

guys out, by the way. We just

needed a couple months to get

things "Camera Ready".

LIBBY

As you saw this morning though,

we’re still working out the kinks

Gabriel gives a nervous laugh.

GABRIEL

With a whole new team, some speed

bumps are to be expected.

(CONTINUED)
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LIBBY

The staff is almost entirely new,

We fired a lot of people.

GABRIEL

Libby here seemed to like doing it,

actually.

LIBBY

I can’t help it that I’m the only

one with the balls to get things

done around here.

GABRIEL

You know I would never hate on you,

baby, I love your balls!

Libby is physically hurt by everything he just said.

LIBBY

The point is we’ve got a whole new

team working here, and the show is

the best it’s ever been.

GABRIEL

I’m an executive producer now!

(beat)

Yeah, I have no idea what it means

either!

LIBBY

You should probably look that up

soon, Gabriel.

GABRIEL

This girl! So smart!

(beat)

She’s got some amazing ideas.

He puts his arm around her again. She slaps it away.

LIBBY

If you don’t stop being nice to me

right now, I will break up with

you.

GABRIEL

You don’t really mean that, do you?

Gabriel moves to put his arm around her again

(CONTINUED)
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LIBBY

Wanna test me?

GABRIEL

No.

Gabriel quickly retracts his arm

LIBBY

Good choice.

There’s a knock offscreen.

LIBBY

Come on in!

SARA (Smart, bright eyed, optimistic) enters. She looks

shyly away from the cameras.

SARA

Am I interrupting something?

Sara looks at the camera, is clearly uncomfortable being

filmed.

GABRIEL

Nope, these people will just be

around, filming our every move for

a little while for some

documentary. They were around in

the old days of Newsbreakers 1.0.

Gabriel gets up from the desk and walks toward Sara.

GABRIEL

Guys, this is Sara, she’s one of

our new reporters.

SARA

This is not cool, Gabriel. You

never told anyone about this

documentary. I never agreed to

this.

Gabriel laughs Sara off.

GABRIEL

It’s in your contract.

SARA

I don’t think so, my Mom taught me

to never to sign anything without

reading it. I read my whole

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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SARA (cont’d)
contract four times and I don’t

remember anything in there about a

film crew.

LIBBY

You always read the contract four

times?

SARA

Yeah

GABRIEL

You just don’t do things like the

rest of us, do you?

SARA

My mom tells me it’s part of my

charm

LIBBY

It’s not

Sara looks sad, Libby’s diss hurt.

GABRIEL

Did you need anything from us,

Sara?

SARA

Oh, right.

Her face perks up.

SARA

Gabriel, your assistant told me to

tell you that someone named Mrs.

Hart is here.

GABRIEL

I have an assistant?

Libby rolls her eyes and drags him off before anyone can

answer. Sara stays in the room alone, not sure what to do.

After a few seconds she says:

SARA

I’m just gonna...

She points at the door.

(CONTINUED)
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SARA

Go.

Sara slowly, awkwardly walks out.

INT. ENTRANCE TO NEWSBREAKERS STUDIO

Gabriel and Libby stand, waiting in eager anticipation of

Mrs. Hart.

LIBBY

(to camera)

Mrs. Mary Hart is a very

successful, very wealthy,

businesswomen who wants to buy our

show

GABRIEL

(to camera)

She’s planning to put us on her TV

channel, ’the uno’ which is

actually channel 5.

LIBBY

I still think that’s stupid. Why

not just call it, "The Cinco"?

GABRIEL

That kind of thinking, Libby, is

why we don’t own our own TV

channels.

The camera scans over to Libby, who rolls her eyes.

GABRIEL

Here she comes!

The doors open and KAREN walks in. Karen is wholly

unimpressive. She’s carrying several notebooks, holding a

cell phone up to her ear, and is struggling to open the

door.

Gabriel notices her struggles, and holds the door open.

KAREN

(on phone)

I want results, not excuses,

Skylar. I need that report on Mrs.

Hart’s desk Monday morning or we

will be forced to cut your funding.

Karen hangs up the phone, and looks at Gabriel and Libby.

(CONTINUED)
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KAREN

Kids these days! Am I right?

LIBBY

You talk to your children like

that?

KAREN

God no, I don’t have kids. I was

talking to Mrs. Hart’s children.

GABRIEL

You’re not Mrs. Hart?

KAREN

Oh, no. I’m not Mrs. Hart, nor

could I ever really hope to be, I’m

her assistant Karen.

Karen smiles and extends a hand, her notebooks fall.

KAREN

I’m so sorry.

GABRIEL

It’s fine.

Gabriel helps her pick up the notebooks.

LIBBY

Will Mrs. Hart be here soon?

KAREN

No, unfortunately she is unable to

attend today. So I will be doing

this myself.

GABRIEL

Okay, well the conference room is

right this way.

KAREN

Oh there’s no need for us to go

anywhere, I have the message right

here.

Karen opens one of the notebooks and begins to read.

KAREN

Mrs. Hart loves everything you’ve

done with the show, and she is

willing to purchase Newsbreakers

for the price we agreed upon--

(CONTINUED)
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GABRIEL

That’s awesome!

KAREN

--On one condition.

(beat)

You know, That always happens, why

don’t people ever let me finish--

LIBBY

What’s the condition?

KAREN

As I was about to say: Mrs. Hart,

in her infinite wisdom, thinks you

need a co-anchor, Libby. And she

wants you to hire him.

Karen gives Gabriel and Libby a sheet of paper with a

headshot on it.

KAREN

His name is Charlie Evans, and he’s

coming by the studio later today to

meet the team.

Gabriel and Libby are shocked, they hold the headshot in

their hands in silence.

KAREN

I’m going to take your silence as a

sign that you completely understand

the situation, because I don’t have

anymore time to explain it.

(beat)

It was nice to meet you guys!

Karen leaves

Libby and Gabriel are alone for a second. Libby’s face is

seemingly stuck in shock

GABRIEL

SARA!!!

Sara enters the frame.

SARA

You know I’m a full time reporter

here, right? You have your own

assistant, Gabriel.

(CONTINUED)
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GABRIEL

Team Meeting. Studio A. 5 Minutes.

Attendance Is Mandatory.

SARA

What happens if someone doesn’t

show up?

GABRIEL

I’ll fire them.

SARA

Wow. Harsh.

(beat)

But, probably effective.

Sara leaves.

GABRIEL

Honey, are you okay?

There’s a few seconds of Gabriel and Libby in stunned

silence. Libby begins to yell in anger.

GABRIEL

Libby?

LIBBY

FUU----

She is cut off by the scene transition.

INT. STUDIO A

Sara walks into Studio A, it’s filled with staff members

wondering what the meeting is about. Including JOSH (Holding

a ping pong paddle), JEFF, ALEX and DAVID.

JOSH

Sara, what’s the deal with all

these cameras?

SARA

Gabriel said that they’re going to

be around for a while, just filming

our daily lives.

JOSH

Why would they do that? This place

isn’t interesting at all.

(CONTINUED)
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JEFF

Clearly, they heard that I was back

in town, and rushed over as soon as

they could.

(beat)

I don’t mean to brag, but I was

kind of a star last time around.

DAVID

Jeff, you’ve been back for 3

months.

JEFF

Word must travel slowly, I guess.

DAVID

You did the weather on TV 5 days a

week for last 9 weeks!

JEFF

You know what, David. Maybe they

don’t watch the show!

DAVID

They don’t watch the show they’re

doing a documentary about?

Gabriel and Libby enter.

GABRIEL

Everyone shut up, we don’t have

much time.

JOSH

Gabriel, finally! What’s the deal

with these cameras?

GABRIEL

Oh right. Quick intros for the doc

crew before we start.

(beat)

That’s Josh, he’s our new sports

man. You won’t see him on air a

lot, because who the hell cares

about sports?

Gabriel and the rest of the crowd break into uproarious

laughter.

JOSH

Shut up! Sports are important!

The laughter continues, some would say it even gets louder.

(CONTINUED)
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JOSH

Ahh, Forget it.

The laughter dies down

GABRIEL

Okay, that was a good laugh. Who

else do we have here?

(beat)

You already met Sara.

Sara gives a shy wave.

LIBBY

You probably don’t remember Alex

and David, but these two are the

only ones who survived the

transition to Newsbreakers 2.0

David gives a quick wave

ALEX

I went from intern to producer in

two months! My dad called it a

"Meteoric Rise"

JEFF

We get it Alex. You’re the "Wolf Of

Newsbreakers". Your astronomical

rise to power is "truly

inspirational", blah, blah, blah.

GABRIEL

I’m assuming you remember Jeff, our

weatherman.

JEFF

Meteorologist!

JEFF

Forget Alex’s metaphorical meteoric

rise, you guys want to hear about a

real meteor?

(beat)

I found it during my search for the

fabled Tsuman-quake hybrid that

took me away from the show last

year.

GABRIEL

No time, Jeff!

Gabriel looks at his watch. Jeff is disappointed.

(CONTINUED)
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GABRIEL

We have to move this thing forward.

Gabriel motions in the general area of some extras.

GABRIEL

These are some other people who

work here, they’re not important.

A couple of unimportant extras in the background object.

DAVID

What’s the rush?

GABRIEL

Charlie’s already on his way. We

don’t have much time

JOSH

Who’s Charlie?

LIBBY

The devil himself.

Sara screams in terror.

GABRIEL

Kidding

SARA

Oh thank God.

LIBBY

Kinda.

JOSH

Someone please give us a straight

answer. Who the hell is Charlie?

GABRIEL

Well that’s a long story.

(beat)

Short version, Newsbreakers is

being sold and Charlie is our new

anchor.

There’s a gasp from the crowd. David does a spittake into

Alex.

LIBBY

CO-anchor.

David does a spittake of a different drink into Josh, who

blocks it with his ping pong paddle.

(CONTINUED)
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JOSH

Only athletes have reflexes like

that

ALEX

No one cares, Josh!

GABRIEL

Anyways, Mrs. Mary Hart has agreed

to purchase our show so we can air

on her TV channel "The Uno"

JEFF

No way! That’s my favorite

channel. Did you know it’s actually

channel 5?

(beat)

Genius!

GABRIEL

Mrs. Hart has 1 condition though.

LIBBY

1 terrible, terrible, condition.

ALEX

Can’t be any worse than the

condition you made me agree to...

INT. CONTROL ROOM

TEXT ON SCREEN: 2 weeks ago

Alex sits in the control room, facing a computer. He turns

around.

ALEX

Is this really necessary?

LIBBY

You want a job here, you have to

follow orders.

ALEX

This just seems cruel, Libby.

LIBBY

Quit back-talking and press play,

Alex.

Alex begrudgingly presses play on M. Night Shyamalan’s THE

LAST AIRBENDER

(CONTINUED)
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ALEX

I better get Dental out of this.

INT. STUDIO A

Back to main scene.

LIBBY

I stand by that decision. It made

you the man you are today.

DAVID

I don’t know, Gabriel. That’s

pretty harsh.

JOSH

Did you end up getting Dental?

ALEX

Damn right. Only good thing that

ever came out of M. Night

Shyamalan’s horrible movie

SARA

Who’s M. Night Shyamalan?

There’s a pause.

GABRIEL

It’s actually probably better that

you don’t know.

JEFF

Alex, please. That story was

nothing. You guys want to hear

about a real journey

(beat)

So, I was out chasing the hurri--

GABRIEL

Jeff! No Time!

JEFF

We’re wasting tons of time,

Gabriel. We’re talking about M.

Night Shyamalan for god’s sake.

There’s a knock at the door. Libby and Gabriel exchange

frantic looks. The door opens and CHARLIE walks in.

CHARLIE

I hope I’m not interrupting

anything.

(CONTINUED)
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JOSH

Not at all, we were just talking

about M. Night Shyamalan

CHARLIE

Oh, which movie?

ALEX

(Through gritted teeth)

The Last Airbender

CHARLIE

My sincerest condolences.

There’s a couple of awkward seconds on silence. After a few

seconds David raises his hand.

DAVID

Hey dude, not to be rude, but who

are you?

CHARLIE

Oh, right. That’s my bad. Hi

everyone, I’m Charlie Evans.

Charlie hops onto the stage

CHARLIE

And I’m your new co-anchor.

JEFF

Prove it!

Charlie looks into the camera. Gathers himself and delivers

a line like a newsman.

CHARLIE

We’ll be right back, after these

messages.

There’s a pause.

JEFF

Well, I’m convinced!

EXT. NEWSBREAKERS STUDIO

TEXT ON SCREEN: The Next Day (AKA: Charlie’s First Day)

Gabriel and Libby exit their car and walk towards the

studio.

(CONTINUED)
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GABRIEL

Yesterday did not go as planned.

LIBBY

Yesterday was one of the darkest

days in American history.

GABRIEL

I don’t know about that.

Libby scoffs.

LIBBY

I have to share my anchor desk with

that mouth breather Charlie Evans.

That’s a tragedy on par with--

Gabriel gives a quick glance to the camera.

GABRIEL

It’s probably best you don’t finish

that thought.

LIBBY

Well, to summarize: He’s an awful

person and I will not work with him

GABRIEL

I don’t know, Charlie actually

seemed kinda nice.

LIBBY

He absolutely did not.

GABRIEL

Really think about yesterday...

INT. STUDIO A

TEXT ON SCREEN: Yesterday

CHARLIE

We’ll be right back, after these

messages.

JEFF

Well, I’m convinced!

CHARLIE

Thanks, man.

(CONTINUED)
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JEFF

I’m Jeff Jeffries, chief

meteorologist here at Newsbreakers.

CHARLIE

Nice to meet you. I actually

started my career as a

meteorologist myself.

JEFF

You didn’t say weatherman!

CHARLIE

I never liked that term.

JEFF

Where have you been all my life!?

Jeff give Charlie a bear hug.

EXT. NEWSBREAKERS STUDIO

Back to present.

LIBBY

So what? Jeff liked him? Jeff also

likes Entourage and Oatmeal Raisin

Cookies.

Gabriel looks confused

LIBBY

Jeff isn’t exactly the best judge

of character.

GABRIEL

What’s wrong with Oatmeal Raisin

Cookies?

LIBBY

I don’t eat lies, Gabriel!

GABRIEL

I don’t know, I kinda like ’em

LIBBY

Figures.

There’s a pause. Gabriel gets the pair back on topic.

GABRIEL

But that doesn’t matter. Do you

remember what happened after that,

when Charlie talked to you?
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INT. STUDIO A

TEXT ON SCREEN: Yesterday

Charlie walks over to Libby.

CHARLIE

Hey Libby. I know this whole

situation is probably a bit strange

for you, but I just wanted to say

I’m a huge fan and I can’t wait to

work with you!

Charlie puts out a hand for Libby to shake. Libby looks at

it for a second.

LIBBY

You can’t talk to me like that!

Libby jumps at Charlie. She has to be held back by Gabriel.

EXT. NEWSBREAKERS STUDIO

LIBBY

That’s not what I heard

INT. STUDIO A

TEXT ON SCREEN: Libby’s Version Of Yesterday.

CHARLIE

Hey Libby, I know this is probably

a bit strange for you. But, I’m

coming for your job and there’s

nothing you can do about it. In 3

months, you’re gonna be history at

Newsbreakers.

Charlie breaks out into an evil laugh.

LIBBY

You can’t talk to me like that!

Libby jumps at Charlie. She has to be held back by Gabriel.

EXT. NEWSBREAKERS STUDIO

GABRIEL

That’s not what happened.

LIBBY

Look, you can argue all you want,

but the point remains: He’s the

devil and I will not work with him.

(CONTINUED)
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GABRIEL

It’s too late. We signed the deal

yesterday with Mrs. Hart.

(beat)

The only way to get rid of Charlie

Evans now would be for him to quit.

LIBBY

THAT’S IT!

Libby kisses Gabriel

LIBBY

God, you’re smart!

Libby walks away from the camera, already scheming. Gabriel

is confused. He pauses to think for a few seconds.

Upon reflection, Gabriel runs to meet Libby.

GABRIEL

Babe, please don’t do anything

illegal!

INT. ENTRANCE TO NEWSBREAKERS STUDIO

Charlie is talking to Sara and Daryll.

CHARLIE

So just let me know when your lunch

break is, and we’ll head out!

Libby bursts in the door, Gabriel trails behind her.

CHARLIE

Libby! Just in time!

(beat)

I’m taking everyone out to lunch

today. Just so I can get to know

everyone a little better.

(beat)

After all, it is my first day on

the team!

LIBBY

(Through gritted teeth)

That’s a Great Idea!

CHARLIE

So you’ll come?

(CONTINUED)
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LIBBY

Wouldn’t. Miss. It.

SARA

Libby, are you feeling okay? You

don’t sound like yourself. I think

it might be your teeth.

GABRIEL

She’s fine.

SARA

Are you sure? It looks like they’re

wired shut or something.

DARYLL

I know a great dentist, if you need

one.

(beat)

Well, technically he’s not a full

time dentist, he does it on the

side.

CHARLIE

Wait, Who the hell does dentistry

on the side?

DARYLL

I got cool friends okay, new guy.

Let’s just leave it at that.

CHARLIE

Fair enough.

(beat)

So Libby, when’s your lunch break?

Libby scowls and doesn’t respond. Charlie looks confused.

Gabriel comes in for a save.

GABRIEL

We both get off at 2, we’ll see you

for lunch then!

Gabriel shuffles Libby off to the side.

DARYLL

Oh, they’re planning something.

CHARLIE

You sure?

(CONTINUED)
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DARYLL

100 percent. Back me up, Sara.

SARA

They are acting pretty weird.

CHARLIE

I’m sure it’ll be fine.

DARYLL

Don’t say I didn’t warn ya.

Charlie walks away

DARYLL

Hey, Sara. 20 Bucks says Charlie’s

gone before the show tonight.

SARA

I’ll take that bet.

Jeff extends a hand. Sara looks at it confused

DARYLL

Shake it.

SARA

Ew. Why?

DARYLL

Cause that’s what people do when

they make a bet.

SARA

Since when?

DARYLL

I don’t know the history of it,

just shake, I got work to do.

SARA

Fine.

Sara shakes his hand, is clearly repulsed. Daryll walks

away.

SARA

(to camera)

Is that a real thing?

(beat)

Seriously? Wow!

(beat)

I was homeschooled my whole life,

so I missed out on some stuff.

(CONTINUED)
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(beat)

That’s probably how Ebola spread so

quickly, right?

(beat)

Daryll! Wait! When’s the last time

you washed your hands!

A terrified Sara runs after Daryll.

INT. HALLWAY

Gabriel and Libby are walking away from the previous

conversation.

GABRIEL

Libby! Wanna tell me what that was

all about?

(beat)

Should I ask Jeff for his dentist’s

number?

LIBBY

No you idiot, I’m fine.

GABRIEL

Then what the hell is going on with

you?

Libby looks around, scanning the area for potential spies.

LIBBY

Not here, too many people around.

She yanks Gabriel into a room.

INT. OFFICE

She shuts the door quickly, the lights are dimmed.

GABRIEL

You do listen to me when I talk

about office fantasies!

LIBBY

Ugh, no. Far too few windows.

(beat)

Look, you said it yourself. We’re

going to have to scare Evans off,

only possible plan.

GABRIEL

His first show is tonight, how are

we gonna get rid of him by then?

(CONTINUED)
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LIBBY

Please, I’ve humiliated senators

with less time than we’ve got.

GABRIEL

Wait, you--

LIBBY

Not the time, we have to focus.

Every second we waste--

Josh, until now seated facing away from them in a

high-backed office chair, shoots into the air. One hand is

raised, the other clutches a phone. He wears headphones.

JOSH

GOOOOOOAAAAAAAL!!!

Libby and Gabriel freeze. Josh turns, the ’goal’ dies. The

three stare at each other.

JOSH

(clears throat)

What are you doing in my office?

The couple stutter, mince words. Josh realizes what’s going

on.

JOSH

(scoff)

Jesus! You two were going to sneak

in a quickie, weren’t you!?

The couple stutter harder, making even less sense.

JOSH

Unbelievable! The nerve of some

people! All I ask for is a half

hour every day to watch sports in

peace.

Josh stands up angrily.

LIBBY

Josh, listen, it isn’t what you

think.

JOSH

Then what is it?

GABRIEL

To be honest, I thought this was a

quickie too.
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Libby smacks Gabriel’s arm.

LIBBY

Was not!

JOSH

While you two get your stories

straight, I’m reporting this to HR.

He leaves, Libby and Gabriel exchange concerned looks. Two

seconds later, Josh reopens the door.

JOSH

Who... is HR around here?

LIBBY

I thought that was Sara.

GABRIEL

No, Sara’s my assistant.

JOSH

No, Sara’s a full time reporter.

LIBBY

Really?

JOSH

Yeah, She’s on air with you almost

every night.

GABRIEL

Well, then who’s my assistant?

JOSH

Definitely not Sara.

GABRIEL

JOSH! He’s my assistant

JOSH

I’m Josh!

LIBBY

Your Assistant’s name is Debby

GABRIEL

I don’t know anyone named Debby

LIBBY

Yes you do! She served us breakfast

this morning. You made her remake

the pancakes four times.
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GABRIEL

That doesn’t sound like me.

JOSH

That sounds exactly like you.

GABRIEL

Stay out of this, Sports man!

JOSH

This is MY office!

(beat)

Fine, I’m off to find HR.

JOSH

If you guys don’t leave this place

spotless, I swear to god we will

devote tonight’s entire show to

nonstop golf highlights.

Josh leaves. Gabriel starts to clean up.

LIBBY

What are you doing?

GABRIEL

Cleaning up! I will not watch an

hour of Golf, Libby, I just won’t

do it.

LIBBY

You know you’re his boss, right?

GABRIEL

I am?

LIBBY

Yeah.

GABRIEL

Oh. Nevermind then.

Gabriel throws everything off of Josh’s desk.

LIBBY

Now, Back to the plan...



28.

INT. RESTAURANT

TEXT ON SCREEN: Lunch.

Charlie is sitting alone at the table.

CHARLIE

So I just talk to the camera?

(beat)

Well the first two lunches went

pretty well.

CHARLIE

First, I had ate with Sara and

Jenny, who are our reporters.

(beat)

Jenny is out on location right now,

so she skyped in from Sara’s

computer.

INT. RESTAURANT

Sara is sitting next to a computer, JENNY is on the screen,

holding a microphone.

SARA

So this is Jenny, she’s our field

reporter. Where are you right now,

Jen?

JENNY

(From Laptop)

Thank you, Sara. As you can see,

right now I’m in Washington DC

covering President Obama’s meeting

with the group from the United

Kingdom.

CHARLIE

What can you tell us about the mood

there, Jen?

JENNY

They are very excited, Charlie.

People are elated to have the prime

minister here, and I personally am

excited that you’ve come aboard

Newsbreakers. Inside sources-

Jenny leans into the camera
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JENNY

(whispers)

Sara

Jenny leans back out.

JENNY

Have said that you’re quite

charming and should be a fine

addition to the office. We also do

have uncormfirmed reports that you

are actually very handsome--

Sara shuts the computer.

SARA

So that’s Jenny.

CHARLIE

Charming, huh?

Sara looks sheepishly to the side.

CHARLIE

Can you comment on the reports of

my handsomeness?

SARA

Jeff was definitely the source on

that one.

INT. RESTAURANT

Back to present

CHARLIE

Then I ate with Jeff, Alex, David

and Josh. Who all had the same

lunch break, for some reason.

INT. RESTAURANT

CHARLIE

How come only Sara and Jenny have

lunch at noon, but all four of you

are off at one?

JEFF

I’ll answer that question with

another question: Did you know that

Newsbreakers has our own screening

room?
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JOSH

Complete with a Play Station 4?

CHARLIE

I did not know that.

(beat)

So you guys coordinated lunches to

sneak off and play Halo for an hour

every day?

ALEX

Halo? Please...

DAVID

We play Battlefield now.

CHARLIE

Interesting.

(beat)

So on an unrelated note, how does

one decide when their lunch break

slot will be here at Newsbreakers?

JEFF

Don’t worry. We’ve got you covered,

new guy!

INT. RESTAURANT

Back to present.

CHARLIE

I’m kinda nervous about this one

though, Libby clearly isn’t on

board with having a co-anchor.

(beat)

And something seems off about that

Gabriel guy.

Gabriel and Libby enter the diner.

GABRIEL

Sorry we’re late buddy, this one

doesn’t know how to follow

directions

This is clearly the start of a scripted fight. Gabriel is

not as good of a performer as Libby.

CHARLIE

No problem.
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LIBBY

Maybe, I would know how to follow

directions if you gave me a little

warning!

GABRIEL

How much time do you need to

prepare before turning right,

Libby!?

LIBBY

I don’t know, more than the half a

second you just gave me!

GABRIEL

It was not half a second!

Gabriel and Libby are standing now, getting in each other’s

faces. The argument is getting semi real.

LIBBY

Was to!

GABRIEL

Was not!

CHARLIE

Hey guys, this isn’t really the

place--

LIBBY/GABRIEL

STAY OUT OF THIS, EVANS!

CHARLIE

Sounds good.

Charlie opens up the menu and begins to scan.

GABRIEL

Where we were again?

LIBBY

I don’t know. Evans over here made

me lose my train of thought.

Gabriel opens his phone and takes a glance down. Charlie

catches it.

GABRIEL

Oh right.

(beat)

Well maybe, if you spent less time

talking about your Mother we

wouldn’t be in the mess!?
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LIBBY

My own Mom?!?! How Dare you!

CHARLIE

Guys, you can stop this now. I know

what you’re doing.

LIBBY

Fighting?

CHARLIE

Fake fighting. Gabriel’s got the

script open right there on his

phone.

Libby glares at Gabriel. The pair sit down at the booth.

GABRIEL

My bad. It was a good plan, Libby.

CHARLIE

You really don’t want me here, do

you?

GABRIEL

Listen, it’s not you, we just

thought the show was working great

when Libby was alone at the desk-

CHARLIE

I did too! I watched every night.

LIBBY

You did?

CHARLIE

Yeah, I used to watch the show as a

joke. It was that trainwreck you

couldn’t look away from, you know?

(beat)

But when you guys took over, it

actually started improving.

Gabriel and Libby perk up, eager to hear the compliments.

CHARLIE

I mean, I was learning new things

while I watched the show! I

couldn’t believe it at first.

(beat)

After all, it seemed crazy that

Newsbreakers was actually breaking

news, but that’s what was

happening.
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LIBBY

That means a lot.

GABRIEL

Yeah, That was one of main our

goals.

CHARLIE

Well you succeeded.

(beat)

And Libby, the report you did a few

weeks back from the police station

in New York...

Charlie puts his hands up to his head and makes an explosion

sound. His mind was blown.

CHARLIE

That was some eye opening stuff. I

was sitting on my couch thinking,

"This can’t be the same reporter

that did a story about how my cat

wanted to kill me a couple months

back, right?"

LIBBY

Don’t hold that one against me,

That was a fluff piece.

GABRIEL

Don’t tell that to Fluffy, I loved

that old cat!

CHARLIE

The point is, I’m not here to

change anything, because I know

something that Mrs. Hart and

everyone over at ’The Uno’ doesn’t:

You guys are damn good reporters,

some of the best I’ve ever seen.

Gabriel and Libby are speechless.

CHARLIE

I just want to be a part of what

you’re doing here. I just want to

be a part of team Newsbreakers.

GABRIEL

Damn. Did you rehearse that?
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CHARLIE

I’d prefer not to say

(beat)

Every day this week before bed...

GABRIEL

Well it was very good. I’m

convinced.

(beat)

Libby?

There’s a pause.

LIBBY

Welcome to The New Newsbreakers,

Evans.

GABRIEL

Newsbreakers, 2.0!

Gabriel gives a chuckle and a wink to the camera.

Cut to Black

Text on screen: Four Hours Later

INT. ENTRANCE TO NEWSBREAKERS STUDIO

ALEX (O/S)

5 minutes to air, Everybody. 5

Minutes! For real this time!

Karen walks in through the front door.

Alex crosses the frame, he knocks some of her papers down in

the process.

KAREN

Oh, sorry sir!

She gathers herself, picks up the papers.

KAREN

(to camera)

Today is the first Newsbreakers

episode on "The Uno" and Mrs. Hart

wanted me to be here to make sure

everything goes smoothly. I’m

Karen, her assistant. I was here

yesterday.

Karen looks around the studio for the first time.
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KAREN

Are you sure I’m in the right

place?

The camera turns around and reveals the hustle and bustle of

a news studio just before showtime.

The studio has a air of professionalism and drive that it

never had before: People are bustling back and forth on

important missions.

Alex runs past Karen again, going the other way this time,

holding a flash drive and looking determined.

ALEX

So sorry, excuse me.

KAREN

No problem, sir.

Karen stops Alex for a second.

KAREN

This is the Newsbreakers Studio,

right?

ALEX

The one and only!

Alex gives a smile and runs off towards the control room.

KAREN

(to camera)

This place is very different than

the last time I was here.

DAVID(O/S)

Gabriel! I’ve got the completed

rendering of Jen’s piece from D.C

GABRIEL(O/S)

Bring it to the control room!

David runs through the frame past Karen.

DAVID

Watch out, miss.

KAREN

Are you going to the control room?
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DAVID

Yeah!

David runs off toward the control room.

KAREN

Can I follow you?

DAVID

If you can keep up!

Karen runs off smiling, her papers falling behind her in the

process.

INT. CONTROL ROOM

Gabriel is standing in the back row with a headset on, water

bottle in hand, barking instructions at the team.

Alex is sitting a row in front of Gabriel.

The rest of the room is full of scattered faces preparing

for the show.

GABRIEL

David! That’s Jen’s piece right?

DAVID

Yes, sir!

GABRIEL

You are a hero, my good man!

Gabriel gives him a bow, David gives a tip of a fake cap

before sitting down in the row next to Alex. The pair smile.

KAREN

Hi Gabriel.

Gabriel takes his headset off when he notices her.

GABRIEL

Karen! Just in time, the show’s

about to start.

(beat)

Will Mrs. Hart be joining us?

KAREN

No, she’s busy tonight

unfortunately.
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GABRIEL

Shame, she’s gonna miss a good

show.

(beat)

Do you need anything? My assistant

Debby will-

ALEX

30 seconds to credits. 30 seconds.

GABRIEL

Sorry, gotta go! Duty calls!

Gabriel puts his headset back on and takes a swig of water.

GABRIEL

You loaded the new credits package

right?

ALEX

Yep. We’re good to go.

GABRIEL

Alright! Have a good show everyone!

ALEX

15 seconds to credits!

INT. STUDIO A

Sara and Jeff are talking in front of the green screen.

SARA

Pay up, buddy.

JEFF

A bet’s a bet, I guess!

Jeff reaches for his wallet, he gives Sara a 20.

SARA

Thank you!

Sara extends a hand.

JEFF

Not now! You only shake when you

make the bet.

SARA

Right. Got it.

Sara retracts her hand.
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JEFF

You’ll get the hang of it!

Jeff gives her a reassuring pat on the back. Sara smiles.

ALEX (O/S)

Credits rolling, 30 seconds to air!

Josh is sitting at a computer to the side.

JOSH

Hey Charlie, should I go with the

Tiger Woods birdie on 12 or the

Phil Boogie on 17?

Charlie turns from the anchor chair and looks over.

CHARLIE

Golf highlights, Josh? Really?

JOSH

Yeah, which one should I use?

CHARLIE

Neither, obviously!

The Newsroom laughs.

ALEX (O/S)

15 seconds, guys!.

Charlie leans over and whispers to Josh

CHARLIE

Go with Tiger!

Josh smiles and looks back at his computer.

ALEX (O/S)

10 seconds!

CHARLIE

Have a good show, Libby

LIBBY

You too, Evans.

ALEX (O/S)

5 seconds!

CHARLIE

To the first of many?
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LIBBY

Don’t push your luck.

ALEX (O/S)

3, 2...

The credits end. A director behind the camera points for

Libby to start the show.

LIBBY

Hi, I’m Libby McPhearson.

CHARLIE

And I’m Charlie Evans.

LIBBY

Welcome to Newsbreakers 2.0

THE END.


